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The Situation

• Crowd estimates of 1 to 4 Million
• Diverse stakeholder requirements: PIC, USSS, MPD, etc, etc.
• Many details and much conflicting information
• Multi-day event: Sunday January 18 to Wednesday January 21
• 10,000 Charter Buses anticipated
• Unknown number of community and church buses
• Visitor unfamiliarity with area and roads
• Unknown number of vehicles, and from where
• Security perimeter / checkpoints abound
• Everyone is Important
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More: The Situation

• Capacity crowds using METRO anticipated
• Constrained access to DC from Virginia – bridge crossings
• Significant interstate congestion anticipated, esp. interchanges
• Arterial road spillover / diversions anticipated
• Bridge restrictions and closures
• Weather – temperature and precipitation
• Everyone is really Important
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Just to Mix It Up: Some Special Conditions 

• Non standard HOV operations to facilitate entry / exit to and from 
DC for the event – complicated by a weekend and holiday 
schedule; bus ONLY in HOV facilities on Inauguration Day 
inbound; HOV only outbound: for I-66 and I-395 inside of I-495

• River crossings restricted to HOV and buses January 18, 19; 
buses ONLY January 20 – other vehicles cannot use the bridges

• All vehicles except buses must exit onto the Capital Beltway on 
Inauguration Day – they cannot proceed on I-66 HOV or I-395 HOV 
into DC

• I-395 general lanes inbound to DC on Inauguration Day are closed 
to all except buses and authorized vehicles
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Just A Very Few Problems

• How many cars, buses, vans are there, where are they coming 
from; and, how are they getting here

• Arrival timing, distribution, and direction – statewide impact
• Unkind geography from the south, southwest, and west – river 

crossings
• Road network constraints: interchanges (flow meters); shoulder 

closures and restrictions on I-95 and I-495
• Getting “them” in and out of DC efficiently / effectively from 

Virginia; and, accommodate the “locals” too
• Coordination with dozens of stakeholders- who, what, when, how
• Getting out a consistent message regarding ‘what to expect’
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And …Just a Very Few More Problems

• Credentialing – ‘everybody is especially important’
• Closures and restrictions: TR Bridge, 14th St Bridge, Key Bridge
• Diversion routes – ‘not on my streets’
• Transit routing – buses count
• Pedestrian / Biking activities
• Constantly changing plans regarding closures, openings, 

pedestrian access
• Who is in Charge?
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Sorting It Out

What’s important?

• Take control of your ‘functional’ destiny; get your own team on 
board and prep early and frequently – don’t wait to be told

• Identify functional coordination needs and allied partners - Early
• Coordinate broadly with other stakeholders; engage the transit 

community
• Ensure the safety of the traveling public
• Identify and focus on potential mobility issues
• Get the message out of ‘what to expect’, and how to prepare
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Sorting It Out

What’s important:

• Prepare to monitor and communicate road condition information 
timely and accurately - border to border; close in and far out

• Prepare to respond to, and manage traffic and weather related 
incidents effectively

• Maintain SITUATIONAL AWARENESS of conditions and potential 
impact – anticipate, anticipate, anticipate

• Support law enforcement with traffic control – a moving target
• Plan for the ‘unthinkable’ – multiple threats/targets; no notice 

event and evacuation
• Expect changes on the fly
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A Plan Emerges

What needs to be accomplished?
How?
Who needs to be involved?
When?
Where will there likely be issues?
Why?

Three Levels of Reach – Consistent Message:
• Northern Virginia
• Commonwealth-wide
• Adjacent States
• Contributor States (600 mile radius; 12 hour drive)

Three Components:
• Strategic
• Tactical
• Decision Support
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The Plan

Sample of STRATEGIC Initiatives

• Develop clear objectives for safety, mobility, travel information
• Participate in regional inaugural planning sessions – there were many
• Coordinate and communicate with multiple, diverse stakeholders – federal, 

state , local
• Partner with Public Safety: Virginia State Police as Lead Agency, Virginia 

Department of Emergency Management, locals
• Message far and wide – I-95 Corridor Coalition; Adjacent VDOT Districts; 

DDOT, MDSHA
• Ensure safety of traveling public in Virginia
• Monitor / Assess roadway conditions – close in; far and wide
• Pre-position incident response / supplies up and down the line
• Anticipate severe congestion and/or weather related issues
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The Plan

Sample of TACTICAL Initiatives: Pre-Event

• Identify incident command requirements, roles, responsibilities, and 
invitees to the ‘party’

• Establish transportation incident command at PSTOC TOC
• Integrate Public Affairs as a key plan element – you will be glad you did
• Understand what technology will be deployed and how / when it will be 

used – low tech still works, use it
• Identify “pipelines” in and “pipelines” out of DC – issues, constraints
• Identify resource requirements, base and supplemental, control room and 

field: personnel, vehicles, equipment, supplies, goods
• Identify resource roles and responsibilities and communicate / verify
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The Plan

Sample of Tactical Initiatives: Pre-Event

• Identify center – center and center-field communications requirements; 
interoperability needs among stakeholders

• Prep roadway technology assets in advance: CCTV, Detection, DMS, HAR
• Preposition resources and equipment in advance for quick response and 

assign coverage and routes – including snow removal personnel
• Supplement roadway technology assets with portable devices and/or 3rd

party support – test in advance
• Test incident management and information / data reporting systems in 

advance
• Have engineers prepared to gather data for archive and post event 

assessments
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The Plan

Sample of Tactical Initiatives: During Event

• Coordinate ‘intelligence’ within the incident command – situational 
awareness – all parties

• Facilitate continuous communication: command center, control room, 
field, partners

• Maintain coordination with DOT partners
• Manage emerging and unexpected transportation situations
• Monitor real time condition of freeways and arterial roadways –

communicate status
• Monitor weather: precipitation and temperature – communicate status
• Respond to and manage incidents
• Provide travel information – roadway DMS, Virginia 511, media releases 

(just before air time)
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Decision Support

Operations engineers have an essential role in the process – engage them 
before, during, and after the event – you will be really glad you did ( and 
make sure you feed them):

• Transportation network scenario development: base case – translating 
estimated attendance into expected traffic situations 

• Develop realistic and reasonable scenario assumptions
• Network assessment – gross to granular; freeway to arterial: 1.Projected 

Gross Demand Estimate; 2. Dynasmart-P; 3. VISSIM – Where are those 
pesky problems? How bad is bad?

• Scenario impacts – what to expect in the ‘worst anticipated case’ –
understand what you might be dealing with; plan accordingly

• Evaluation / validation – did we get what was expected; did the plan 
prevail: better than expected, as expected, worse?

• What about the next time?
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Epilogue, or So What happened?

• Our worst case scenario did not materialize – 3M Attendees; 
anticipated extensive rolling congestion south and west on 
interstate system with arterial spillover – but we absolutely 
prepared for this

• Our expected scenario of 2M Attendees happened, but without the 
anticipated traffic impact, except to METRO stations – where there 
was but one toll taker …

• “Impact Messaging” regarding anticipated roadway conditions 
had a powerful effect

• Sticking to the Plan paid dividends: plan the work, work the plan
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Some Lessons

• Everyone is really, really Important
• Make sure you have a large colleague with a badge and gun standing by 

your side to assist in getting what you need
• Surprises abound
• You can and should say “NO” politely when appropriate
• Develop a comprehensive plan that is realistic, and simple.
• Please don’t make things complicated
• Communicate the Plan - ensure everyone knows their part
• Do NOT be tempted to deviate from your Plan – important people will be 

pushing this; and, since everyone is important, your Plan will 
instantaneously fall apart if you cave.

• Take the time for post-event debriefing
• Thank your folks
• Take two aspirin and call in the morning
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Questions

?
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